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Abstract 

Research presented in a paper refers to overall trade and trade in energy resources between Poland -Russia and 

Germany-Russia. Paper is focused on the presentation of trends in both pairs of countries. Theoretical 

underpinning refers to trade (inter-)dependency concept, whereas empirical focus is on trade concentration and 

dispersion measures. There are two goals of this paper. First concerns methodology and second practice. 

Concerning methodological aspect, the goal of the paper is to investigate whether trade concentration measures 

are suitable to research trade in energy compared with statistics’ constraints. Practical goal includes answer to 

the question: why countries of the same political block, which is the European Union, pursue different policies 

towards Russia even though they are subjected to the same regulations concerning energy market. Bearing that in 

mind, it will be examined if existing trade between countries influences their trade in energy. Countries taken 

into consideration are the European Union members. They were selected on the basis of their energy import 

policies and attitude toward Russia. Research is based on the normalized Herfindahl Hirschman goods and 

geographical import/export concentration measures. Statistics used in paper come from Eurostat database. 

Research horizon includes years: 2004-2009. The analysis starts in the year of Poland’s EU-accession and ends 

in the last year enabling collection of coherent and full statistics. 

Introduction 

Energy resources underpin economic development of many countries. However, due to 

uneven geographical distribution of resources many countries have to import them. The 

biggest concentration of  deposits is visible in terms of natural gas and crude oil deposits. 

According to the BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 77% of crude oil reserves are at the 

disposal of OPEC countries and 31% of natural gas reserves are  located on the territory of 

countries building the former Soviet Union block, with the dominant position of Russia 

holding nearly quarter of world gas deposits. Coal
2
 reserves are located more diversely than 

gas and oil deposits.  Even though they are concentrated, in 42%, on the territory of one 

countries’ block (OECD), that convention covers more than 30 states countries committed to 

democracy and the market economy.
3
 Out of these reasons, trade in energy has recently 

become fiercely discussed topic.  

                                                           
1 Institute of International Economics, Warsaw School of Economics, Poland. 

2
 Coal reserves include hard coal and lignite reserves.  

3
 BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2010. 
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There are two goals of this paper. First concerns methodology and second practice. 

Concerning methodological aspect, the goal of the paper is to investigate whether trade 

concentration measures are suitable to research trade in energy compared with statistics’ 

constraints. Practical goal includes answer to the question: why countries of the same political 

block, which is the European Union, pursue different policies towards Russia even though 

they are subjected to the same regulations concerning energy market. Bearing that in mind, it 

will be examined if existing trade between countries influences their trade in energy. 

Countries taken into consideration are the European Union members. They were selected on 

the basis of their energy import policies and attitude toward Russia. That includes Germany 

and Poland. Research is limited to the 2004-2009 time horizon. The beginning marks Poland 

joining the European Union and the end, the availability of the data. Statistics come from the 

Eurostat database.  

Paper is organized as follows: first part refers to theoretical framework of the concept used in 

the research, second section includes empirical analysis of trade between pairs of countries 

and last, third part brings conclusions stemming from the research.  

Theoretical background 

Trade dependency is a theoretical concept used in the research. That idea grows out of the 

economic (inter-)dependence concept. Z. Wysokińska, indicates that trade (inter-)dependence 

is a type of economic (inter-)dependence, the same way as technological (inter-)dependence 

and financial (inter-)dependence are. Difference between dependence and interdependence is 

determined in the basis of trade symmetry between trading partners. If trade is symmetrical, 

than interdependence is observed. However, when there is an asymmetry between trading 

partners, than dependence is observed. Symmetry and asymmetry is fixed on the basis of trade 

flows between trading partners. The idea of trade dependence was a core concept of so called 

“dependency school”, which was developed by Latin American researchers. Idea was actively 

investigated in the seventies and eighties of the twentieth century. The research focused on 

trade relations between “core capitalist countries” and “periphery communist countries”. Idea 

founders believed that the latter were being exploited by the former and that manifested in the 

form of the trade dependence. Idea receded with the collapse of the Soviet Union and global 

political transformation. Nevertheless, concept was then used by Z. Wysokińska in a research 

concerning trade relations at the verge of transformation between countries of the Central and 

Eastern Europe. Z. Wysokińska, indicates two  trade dependence types: vertical and 
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horizontal. The focus of the paper research is horizontal dependence, which shows trade 

relations between partners.
4
 Even though A. Gwiazda highlights that trade dependence 

phenomenon is difficult to measure, Z. Wysokińska gives several ways of its estimation. 

Research presented in this paper is based on measurement concepts given by Z. Wysokińska. 

As a one measure of trade dependence Z. Wysokińska presents normalized Herfindahl 

Hirschman export and import concentration ratio in the following forms, for export: 

 

where n denotes number of trading partners or traded goods, 

x ij denotes i export to the j country, 

xi. denotes global value of  i  export; 

and for import:  

 

where n denotes number of trading partners or traded goods, 

x ij denotes j import from the i country, 

xi. denotes global value of  j import. 

All values taken into consideration have to be calculated in the same way (fob or cif). 

Minimal value of the two above mentioned measures equals zero. That is true when there are 

n identical export   (or import ) shares and each of them equals . In this case there is no 

trade concentration. Maximal value of index equals one. That is true when there is one 

country with 100% share in import or export. Consequently, all values reaching zero indicate 

low concentration and reaching one – high or higher concentration. There is no division line 

showing where low concentration ends and high concentration begins. Only marginal values 

                                                           
4
  Z. Wysokińska (1995), Dynamiczne współzależności wymiany handlowej krajów Europy Środkowej i 

Wschodniej w świetle teorii integracji i wymiany międzynarodowej, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Łódzkiego, 
Łódź, pp. 61. 
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and conditions are being distinguished. Paper research is based on the above given normalized 

value the both indexes as results obtained in the process of using unnormalized forms of both 

indexes are difficult to compare. In case of this indexes minimal value in each case is 

dependent on the way and degree of goods or partners aggregation. Therefore, even marginal 

values distinction would be impossible. Consequently, comparison of different countries trade 

flows would be difficult.  

Energy situation of Germany and Poland  

Germany primary energy consumption accounts for 2,6%  of world’s primary energy 

consumption, whereas Poland accounts for 0,8% (2009). Level of German energy 

consumption in 2009 (293 Mtoe) was comparable with respective values of late sixties (1969 

– 293,7 Mtoe), whereas in Poland of seventies (2009 – 94,3 Mtoe; 1973 – 93,7 Mtoe). 

Germany, like Poland after the period of rising energy demand between 1965-1988, noted 

decreased energy use until 2009. In Poland drop in energy demand was enforced firstly by 

collapse of energy consuming industries during the transformation of 1989/1990 and 

henceforth by introducing energy saving policies. In Germany declining energy demand is a 

result of the latter. 

Poland, like Germany belongs to the coal rich countries. Polish and German coal deposits 

account respectively for 0,9% and 0,8% of world coal reserves. Domestic coal reserves 

account for nearly 60% of primary energy consumption in Poland, whereas in Germany for 

25%. Share of coal is dropping regularly since 1990. Coal is a non-renewable fuel 

characterized by the highest levels of CO2 and harmful dusts emissions. Both countries 

committed to decrease CO2 emissions by signing the Kyoto Protocol and by participating in 

the European Union’s cap-and-trade system. Coal is being replaced with other energy friendly 

fuels. Since 1990 both in Poland and in Germany the use of renewables and natural gas has 

risen. In Germany renewables’ use rose between 1990-2007 by 360% and in Poland by 75%. 

At the same time natural gas consumption increased by 75% in Poland and by 40% in 

Germany. Oil use remained stable in Germany in the respected period, while in Poland it 

increased by 92% in 2007 compared to 1990. Coal demand in Germany is in 1/3 

supplemented by import, while Poland is a net exporter of coal.  

Due to meager reserves of crude oil and natural gas, both countries have to import them. 

Natural gas import accounts for 81% of German and 67% of Polish final energy consumption. 

Import of crude oil is even higher as it meets 97% of each country’s oil final consumption. In 
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absolute values German import of natural gas is 7,6 times bigger than Polish and crude oil 

import is 4 times bigger. 

 Chart 1. German (left) and Polish (right) energy balance between 1990-2007 (in Mtoe). 

  

Source: EU Energy and Transport in Figures. Statistical Pocketbook (2010), Luxemburg. 

Electricity production in both countries is mainly coal based. However, in Poland share of 

coal used for this purpose is higher (94% of net electricity generation) than in Germany ( 

47%). That is due to presence of nuclear energy in German electricity generation portfolio and 

lack of it in Polish electricity generation portfolio. There are plans to include first nuclear-

based electricity in Polish energy balance in 2021.  

Summing up, Polish energy situation is similar to the German, it pertains mainly to: dominant 

use of significant domestic solid fuel reserves, rising consumption of natural gas and 

renewables and meeting energy demand for oil and gas in the comparable proportions by 

import. Still, it is not be omitted that German energy demand and therefore use of respective 

fuels is bigger than Polish.  
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Measuring trade concentration 

Statistics used in research are in SITC nomenclature. Using normalized trade concentration 

measures several aspects of trade between pairs of countries, Poland-Russia and Germany-

Russia were taken into consideration. Firstly, German/Polish import to Russia was 

investigated. It turned out that overall Polish import from Russia was of twice lower value 

than  German and additionally was more concentrated than German. Goods with the highest 

shares in Polish-Russian trade belong to SITC groups 3 and 9. These are respectively: mineral 

fuels, lubricants and related materials and commodities and transactions not classified 

elsewhere in the SITC. German import from Russia is not as concentrated as Polish and in the 

respected period remained stable. The highest shares in this pair’s trade have mineral fuels, 

lubricants and related materials. However it is not to be omitted that group 6 import, 

manufactured goods classified chiefly by material, played vital role in shaping goods 

concentration ratio. 

Chart 2. Polish goods import concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 

Chart 3. German goods import concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Significant influence of group 3 on overall trade proved estimates in which trade of these 

goods was excluded from calculations. In case of Germany, overall goods import 

concentration ratio increased, making German import from Russia more concentrated than it 

was before. In case of Poland, tendency was opposite. It would mean that in Germany fuel 

import from Russia diversifies the overall import structure, whereas in Poland makes it more 

concentrated. It is to be noted, that in both cases ratios are moving in the same direction, 

meaning their approaching one another started in 2008 and followed in 2009. It is particularly 

visible in case of Poland 2009 concentration ratios, when both values were nearly equal. It 

means that in 2009 fuels’ influence on overall import from Russia was weaker than it used to 

be in preceding years. Omitting group 3 import showed also other important imported goods 

groups, which in case of Poland were above mentioned products from group 9 and in case of 

Germany – 6.  

Chart 4. Polish goods import concentration in trade with Russia excluding group 3. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 

 

Chart 5.  German  goods import concentration in trade with Russia excluding group 3. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Secondly, Polish/German goods export concentration was examined. It appeared that Poland 

and Germany have low goods export concentration ratios in trade with Russia, with Poland 

reaching lower values than Germany. It means that export of both countries destined to Russia 

covers broad range of products. In case of both countries, these are mainly: machinery and 

transport equipment, manufactured goods classified chiefly by material and chemicals with 

related products.  

Chart 6. Polish goods export concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 

Chart 7. German goods export concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Chart 8. Polish energy resources import concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Chart 9. German energy resources import concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Knowing that energy trade might be strongly influenced by exchange rate fluctuations and in  

order to remove these effects from the research, I decided to use natural units in calculations 

of energy resources instead of their money value. Ultimate goals of this procedure were aimed 

at checking if concentration ratio is varying and how with changes in data formats. 

Chart 10. Polish energy resources import concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Chart 11. German energy resources import concentration in trade with Russia. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Chart 12. Polish energy resources import concentration in trade with Russia (gas data 2004-

2005). 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Chart 13. Comparison of Polish energy resources import concentration in 2009 trade (EUR, kg). 

 

 Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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5
 Due to the fact that these particular Eurostat data are available only to 2008, 

estimates end with this year. Eurostat database offers below statistics in case of gas in 

calorific value and in case of crude oil in thousands of tonnes, therefore estimates are based 

on those units. In case of crude oil only single country suppliers were included as Eurostat 

gives apart from data for OPEC, statistics for single members. 

 

                                                           
5
 Eurostat gives only overall quantity of German coal import without specifying the amount of product from a 

particular supplier. 
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Chart 14. Polish gas  import concentration between 2004-2008. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 

Chart 15. German gas  import concentration between 2004-2008. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Germany noted constant crude oil import concentration  at the level of 0,2. That was a result 

of the same crude oil quantities bought from suppliers. 

Chart 16. Polish crude oil  import concentration between 2004-2008. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 

Chart 17. German crude oil  import concentration between 2004-2008. 

 

Source: own calculation based on Eurostat database. 
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Poland does, but their  share in import is regular and comparable. Poland’s gas import is 

dominated by one supplier and therefore, even there are more suppliers than in case of 

Germany, concentration is far higher. Secondly, total German and Polish import from Russia 

seems to be more concentrated in case of Poland than in case of Germany. However, 

excluding fuels’ import from analysis shows that they are on one hand significantly 

influencing import structure and on the other diversifying German import structure and 

making Polish import more concentrated than it is without fuels. Although there are not many 

similarities between Poland and German trade with Russia, the one observed in a research 

constitutes premises for further analysis. In the respected period both countries exported the 

same goods groups to Russia and their export covered broad range of products. Thirdly, it 

need to be highlighted that concentration changes in Poland were more dynamic, especially in 

case of oil and gas, in the respected period than German. It might be a sign, that even though 

both countries are buying those goods on the basis of long-term contracts, Germany has 

already found solution satisfying its needs and Poland is still looking for one. Fourth, the last 

conclusion, refers to methodological aspects of employed measure. In case of products where 

exchange rate influences considerably prices it is useful to use natural instead of money value 

units. Results obtained in this research show that concentration ratios are lower in natural than 

in monetary units. That is true when trade is relatively well diversified. As due to statistics 

availability deeper research, concerning trade in  particular gas and oil products, was 

impossible, it is determined as a future research possibility. 
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